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INTRODUCTION
Public life occurs in urban public spaces in a complex set of forms and functions; accordingly, these spaces must be capable to contain diverse behaviour, uses and activities such as walking, shopping, conversation, using the facilities to entertain, relax or even passing the time as daily activities, and also periodic festivities and events. Montgomery 1 ,in his paper 'Making a city:
Urbanity, vitality and urban design '(1998) explains that, "it is the public realm and associated semi-public spaces which provide the terrain for social interaction and a significant part of a city's transaction base, i.e. the market square, the street vendor, the shop frontage and the sidewalk café". Francis Tibbalds 2 describes the public realm as, "all parts of the urban fabric to which the public have physical and visual access". Jan Gehl 3 suggests that there are three main type of activities: necessary activities include those that are more or less compulsory (going to school or to work, shopping, waiting for a bus or a person), Optional activities (pursued if there is a wish to do so and if time and place make it possible) and social activities -activities that depend on the presence of others in public spaces. Vitality deals to the degree with which an urban space is socially successful. Vitality in the urban realm is an important quality because it reduces crime, makes commercial interests more viable, increases passive enjoyment of streetscape -people watching, encourages social regarded as an important measure of its health. 4 Kevin Lynch 5 , identifies vitality as one of the performance dimension of urban design and describes it as the degree to which the form of places supports the functions, biological requirements and capabilities of human beings. In Montgomery's definition (1998) , it refers to the number of people in and around the street (pedestrian flows) acrosstimes of the day and night, the uptake of facilities, the number of cultural events and celebrationsover the year, the presence of an active street life, and generally the extent to which a place feels alive or lively. This paper explores the socio-spatial relations of ottoman public spaces in Kosovo. It tends to show how the physical form and the functions that they accommodate, influences the pattern of use and behaviorin thepublic space.
OTTOMAN PUBLIC SPACES
The morphological feature of the Ottoman city is characterized by the divison into two parts: the city centre where economic, religious, cultural and other civic activities took place and the residential areas -a number of 'mahalles'or residential neighbourhoods which comprised more private life of the residents. The morphological structure was bounded by a street network with mainly two types of streets -wider in the city centre and narrow streets and alleys -dead end streets/ coul-de-sacs for local use. As in all 'eastern cities', it is difficult to trace a hierarchy of the streets.
The main device of Ottoman city-making was the külliye. 6 Тhе word derives from the Аrаbiс word meaning "the whole". It consisted of an interrelated group of buildings round а mosque installed and endowed bythe Sultan as the public nexus of obedient subjects, i.e. population. It is to bе distinguished from the administrative centre of the town, usually а citadel, and the commercial centre of bazaars аndhatts, which were placed nехt to the Friday mosque. In Kosovo we could trace these külliyes at least in four cities including Prishtina, Prizren, Gjakova and Peja.
The open-air coffeehouses under а pergola, on а wooden veranda оr under an old tree, or at а particularly beautiful meadow, were sort of resembling the European Squares. The attractions such as wrestling, cirit (an equestrian game), and shadow theatres could be found in these spaces as well.
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How is the mesire formed? In the most important cases, there was an appropriation of the natural features of the place in the meadows and its waters, оr the context of the place, including its panorama. In the majority of cases the transformation process of spaces was gradual. Some of these green areas could be found even nowadays like Marash park, along Lumbardhi river in
Prizren that connects to the city with mountains through the valley and the gorge.
Taukbahce ('chicken garden'-in Turkish) park in Prishtina could be considered a mesire. Earlier Taukbahce use to be on the outskirts of the city and it was connected to the natural park of Germia through Vellusha stream valley. Stretching along a stream, Taukbahce has been for a long time a sanctuary for the citizens of Prishtina during the sping, fall and particularly during the hot summer days.
In Karagaç, Peja's natural park has been reconstructed after the world war II to include the manmade pond and a swimming pool. Later during the 60's, a camp and a restaurant have been added. The word Karagaç-'karaagaç' comes from Turkish for elm tree -a tall tree used very often in the ottoman gardens. In this paper case study method was used to analyse real-life context of the ottoman public space in Kosovo cities. Multiple cases were chosen due to the historic research on social context and different settings in the long period of Ottoman rule in Kosovo. Real life context here means the public life in a particular site, in particular time during a day, particular days in the week and seasons.
We used case study method to explain some causal links of transformations and current standings of public spaces in Kosovo cities. The multiple cases chosen in this research provide multiple sources of evidence and data which are compared inPrishitna, Prizren, Gjakova and Peja, the oldest cities in Kosovo, with a relatively preserved Ottoman core which provide the 'ground' facts for research.
The Typologies of the ottoman public spaces analysed in this research may differ slightly from what the definitions in the literature might suggest. The basic types chosen aresquare, bazaar and ottoman gardens.
• Direct observation is the primary tool of studying the public life studies. The users of public space were not directly involved in the survey, but their activity and behaviour were observed and mapped in order to understand how the space is used. The choice of tools is based on the features that make chosen public spaces samples for finding answers to the research questions.
For any area/site study, it is necessary to consider the study context holistically, including physical, cultural and climate aspects. A single tool is rarely sufficient, it is rather usually necessary to combine various types of investigation.
• Choosing the proper time, day and weather
Usually this issue depends on the purpose of the study and local conditions. In order to cover the different time periods in a day, the survey took place from 10.00 to 16.00 and from 18.00 to 21.00. Counting took place 15 minutes each hour. It is considered that 15 minutes observation and counting during the hour could sufficiently illustrate the social life and activities in the public space in order to see the daily differences, the research was carried out during weekdays and weekends. What makes a public space a pleasant place to be and to use? The 16 quality criteria, based on JanGehl methodology 12 on public life study, was used to evaluate the qualities that make a place that invite peoples to come and stay. These 16 criteria reflect mainly functional and social dimension of public space including aesthetic qualities and management dimension.
ANALYSES OF OTTOMAN PUBLIC SPACES IN KOSOVO SHADERVAN -(The Fountain Square) -Prizren
The Fountain Square -or 'Shadervan' in Prizren presents foci of public life with a long history, dating back to 16-17 century in the Ottoman Empire. Originally it was smaller square a place where several old bazaar streets terminate and meet each other, which has been transformed in the beginning of 20 th century. Through the century the artisans guilds of Prizren -so called esnafsmaintained the tradition of meeting at the 'Shadervan' for business exchange and coffee and tea talks during the whole year, whether outside or in the inner coffee and tea shops interiors.
The fountain square -Shadervan preserved its importance because of its role as a crossroad of main bazaar streets.
This remained even during the communism time when the esnafs dissolved and the shops were partly nationalized, and artisan's products declined due to more industrialized production. Beside the environmental and social values possessed, the square is a very vital economic spot in the city. Cafes and shops are viable businesses that contribute to the vitality of the square. At the same time, they play an important role for the safety of the place. In the other side, the use of the terraces provides some incomes for the municipality from tax incentives necessary for an effective maintenance. A mix of stakeholders in the square takes care on how the square is maintained. Shop-keepers, and local civil society organisations constantly keeps warning the city department for public services on whatever the square may need in terms of maintenance. 
Shadervan or Fountain

ÇARSHIA E MADHE (Grand Bazaar) and LAMA E DRITHIT (Grain Market) Gjakova
The Grand Bazaar is the central part of the Ottoman core of Gjakova. It dates back to 16 th -17 th century. It has more than 500 shops and is known as one of the largest bazaar in the Eastern
Europe. It has housed a wide number of artisan and trade shops of different production such as processing of metals, leather, textile, wood, and necessary services for the citizens. Until 1873 it was a very important economic centre due to strong commercial connections with Shkodra and the Adriatic coast, through which the export of production was enabled in the region of the trading route (Shkodra-Gjakova-Nish-Sofia-Istanbul) . With the construction of the Thessaloniki -Skopje-Mitrovica railway (1873), the bazaar declined due to shifting of the trade routes in the Balkans. The Bazaar was the centre of the development of social and political life of the city.
The esnafs/guilds played an important role in the social and economic life not only in the bazaar, but in the city and the wider region as well. The esnafs, contributed to preserve the crafts and transferred their tradition from generation to generation. 13 During the Balkan wars in 1912 it was destroyedand due to the new borders in the interwar period it declined as a continuous decline of artisan production and competition with imported industrial products. After World War II, due to the rapid industrialisation, the Grand Bazaar lost the role it once had in the Ottoman Empire.
The Grand Bazaar area is under protection by the decision No. 59/ 55 from 02.19.1955.
According to documents the main crafts exercised in the bazaar were: wool-makers, curriers, shoemakers, tailors, tanners, cutlers, sword makers, blacksmiths, tinsmiths, saddlers, gunsmiths, watchmakers, goldsmiths and silversmiths/filigrees etc. Currently most of the buildings are residential spread across the whole area of the bazaar. Shops and other commercial buildings extend along the bazaar streets Most of the uses differ from the initial use due to decline of the artisan production. 14 Currently the Municipality is undergoing a project for urban revitalization.
Recently it turned to pedestrian area to claim back the human scale of a typical Ottoman bazaar.
It is gradually shifting from artisan production features to commercial area with shops and restaurants, which has brought certain vitality in the city. The physical structure and the architecture have been preserved to a certain extent, because it was already revitalized in the 1980's. The public life is mostly based on the shopping, food and drinking opportunities and leisure. Some traditional event is being organized in the bazaar.
LAMA E DRITHIT -Grain Market -Gjakova
Lama e Drithit is a small square within the Grand Bazaar. It is a place originally dedicated to the farmers who brought to the city market their grain products. Although the grains are not products that are being trade in the city, the name tells us also what the square was used for and where would the farmers be able to expose their products. Encountered with one-store shops in a triangle shape, the square is place where several Bazaar streets terminate. The simple Ottoman architecture with pitched roof covered with antique roof tiles, usually handmade, with big wood windows and shutters that stands open during the whole day and closes when the shops are closed. As the windows were usually standing open, the square extended inside the private space so the vendors followed everything happening in the square. In the other side, those outside could 13 Historic Urban Area -Framework for the regeneration of the Grand Gjakova Bazaar -CHwB, Prishitnna/Gjakova (2015) 14 Ibid 6.
communicate with the vendors or may enter the shop. The common activities we can find in the square, mostly trade and services. The square is characterized by a set of formal and informal activities that takes place during the day. A very lively public life through the whole day can be experienced in the square, livelier in the summer when people spend more time in the open spaces. In the morning coffee or tea bring together vendors where they discuss general issues, business, politics and other gossips that tare spread in the city and bazaar. Then, around noon people gradually fill up the area around, sit in the cafes or do shopping. There are no street vendors as it was before in the Ottoman period. Rather, the place now is dedicated for are usually in the west side. Cafes and shops contribute to the vitality of the square and at the same time they provide safety of the place. Use of the outdoors terraces of the cafes provide some incomes for the tax incentives to municipality necessary for maintenance. A mix of stakeholders in the square takes care on how the square is maintained. The square is characterized by a set of formal and informal activities that takes place during the day. A very lively public life through the whole day can be experienced in the square, livelier in the summer when people spend more time in the open spaces. In the morning coffee or tea bring together vendors where they discuss general issues, business, politics and other gossips that tare spread in the city and bazaar. Then, around noon people gradually fill up the area around, sit in the cafes or do shopping.
There are no street vendors as it was before in the Ottoman period. Rather, the place now is dedicated for are usually in the west side. The common activities we can find in the bazaar and the square, mostly trade and services. From the activities in the past the only ones to survive are some blacksmiths and traditional costume producers. The traditional costumes are used only during different event ceremonies, such as weddings.
Peja was famous for its textile manufacturing, and the çarshia was a perfect place for selling of local textile products. In turn, these products made the çarshia famous in the wider region.
Çarshia is the place to also buy cheap products usually imported from Turkey. Cafes and shops contribute to the vitality of the bazaar and the square and at the same time they provide safety of the place. Use of the outdoors terraces of the cafes provides some incomes for the tax incentives to municipality necessary for maintenance. A mix of stakeholders in the bazaar including the community of Bayrakli Mosque takes care for the maintenance albeit it is the responsibility of the municipal Public Service Department. suburban garden where Prishtina residents used to go for walking and enjoying nature. As city grew, it became closer to the city so it may be considered as a city park.
From the early hours in the morning people gets to the Tukbahçe for morning jogging, walking or have morning coffee in one of the two cafes within the park. The park is dominated by the high trees, and has two longitudinal paths, one along the stream Vellusha. In the northern side the park is encountered with the Tashlixhe neighbourhood settled in a steep hill. In the southern part is a dense green forest in a steep hill, which contributes to the overall natural settings of the park. Different trees can be distinguished in the park such as linden, acacia, wild chestnut, elm, maple.
In the recent years there has been some refurbishment works in the park. The paths have been paved, stream regulated with stone-concrete bed and some public lighting added. The poor design and works done suggests that there are no professional landscape designers involved in this project. At the western entrance to the park there is a private children playground rented by the municipality. This small amusement park attracts mostly children and young couples with small children and is very lively during the summer and in the afternoons after working hours. Most of the activities in the park are walking, sitting, playing and eating and drinking.
The most frequented part of the day in the park is the in the noon and in the evening, although this depend on the weather and the day in the week. Within the park area there is a tennis sport field and a football pitch, managed by the private entities. In the other side of the park, there is café and restaurant with a terrace, managed also by a private owner.
The care for the trees and shrubs is not periodically conducted, so some older trees are damaged and may fall down. Private entities using the park are also stakeholders in the park management concerning the space that they are using. Renting parts of the park provides the opportunities for more activities in the park and also incentives for maintenance of the park. 
II -COMPARATIVE ANALYSES
The correlational research strategy intends to clarify patterns of relationships between two or more variables, that is, factors involved in the circumstances under study. 15 The following general characteristics of correlational research can be identified:
• Focus on naturally occurring patterns;
• Measurement of specific variables;
• Use of statistics to clarify patterns of relationships. during the weekdays and in the weekend for different typologies was used to define the features that all of these. As expected, public spaces in the historic core of the city and car free public spaces were more visited than the areas where car traffic is integrated with the pedestrians. Small squares in the city centres are usually more visited due to the variety of the uses that are present and cultural heritage and meanings that they carry. The number of people, safety, comfort, and visual appropriateness are compared and presented in the following pages. The number of people related to three main features in the public space can suggest the necessary measures to be taken for improvements. The comparisons were made based on the typology Square, Street, City park.
They possess historical features with meanings embedded in them, showing in particular transformations through history of functional, social and visual dimension.
OTTOMAN SQUARES
The first group of Public spaces are squares in the city centres. The Shadervan Square in Prizren,
The Lama e Drithit/Grain Market in Gjakova, and The Lama/Market in Peja are the main squares in the respective cities. The Squares in Prizren, Gjakova and Peja are considered Ottoman squares because they are in the city core and also part of the ottoman bazaars.
Number of People
In terms of use, the number of peoples present in these places differs a lot. There are several reasons starting from the size of the city, role that it may have in the region, position in the city, presence of architectural heritage, presence of natural elements, water, eating and drinking opportunities and tourism as a feature that is becoming more important. Shadervan could be considered one of the most valued Ottoman squares because of its position in the city and Prizren is a cultural heritage site.
Fig. 7 Analyses of people in the public space -Ottoman sqaures
Safety
In terms of protection, the results were summarised in the following conclusion surveys show that all three squares are characterised by similar results, which proves that these places are safe from car accidents. Limited access for cars, few cyclists and unorganized walking lines contributes to pedestrian safety. There are no obstacles and physical barriers for free movement.
A vey lively place through the whole day until late evening hours. Public lighting, although inappropriate for the character of the square, provide sufficient security in the evening.
Conviviality of Shadervan squares and public lighting contributes to a safe environment and violence prevention. Lama e Drithit in Gjakova has similar characteristics but the average of number of people is less than in Prizren. In Lama/Market in Peja, the average number of people is much higher during the day but due to uses of the shops, it declines in the evening. We could conclude that there several features that determines the safety in the public spaces amongst them number of people, variety of uses, absence of car traffic and good public lighting.
Comfort
In terms of comfort, these squares have similar features with some variations, which include Activities such walking, standing, sitting and talking takes place, in all squares are intensively present during the day but in the evening differs. While in Prizren until late evening hours Shadervan Square is full of people, in Gjakova number of people in the evening is slightly lower.
In Peja Market it diminishes drastically compare to presence during the day.
Protection from unpleasant climate is a factor that provides a certain degree of comfort in terms of standing, sitting and talking in the public spaces. Standing and sitting is possible mainly close to the shops and talking is fostered by availability of sitting. No covered areas for shelter from sun, rain and snow, to protect from climate except the porches of the cafes.
Small area for walking, short distances, part of the Bazaar complex and stone non-slippery floor with little damages presents the common image of the squares. Some level variations may be obstacles for the handy-capped people. Eating and drinking is possible from early morning to the evening. All squares may house other activities -play, music or other performances, during different city events and festivals -such as DOKUFEST in Prizren a film festival which is now rated very high in the world. Gjakova and Peja tend also to use the place for events although not yet in a successful manner.
What is common in negative sense for these squares is insufficient or missing urban furniture:
sitting places/benches and chairs usually insufficient, while totally missing signs, phone boxes, post boxes, notice boards, city maps, waste separation bins. Public toilettes are also missing.
Visual Appropriateness
The general aesthetic experience is positive due to human scale of architectural heritage, although recent refurbishment of the square could not be considered a good example how to deal with a heritage site. A nice human scale view around is possible only in the terraces and coffee-shops.
Common visual experience in these squares are architectural heritage features that carries meanings and memories of the city such as shops in the bazaar streets, Friday Mosque, but they differ due to background landscape. While in Prizren a strong mountain background juxtaposes the river and the valley, in Peja there is a set of fording mountains that creates a limitless in respective cities in the evening, lighting of the square and the buildings contributes to visual qualities in the evening. Albeit slight differences, general impression is that the squares are clean and well maintained with the contribution of the shopkeepers.
The score of the squares could be compared in the following table. In terms of features that support public life, it can be noted that the difference is not proportional with number of people. 
BAZAARS / ÇARSHIAS
In this comparison we have chosen bazaars in, Peja, and Gjakova. Bazars in Peja and Gjakova which have preserved to a certain extent the urban morphology of the Ottoman bazaars, presents also the remaining core of the Ottoman city. Although burned down during the war in 1999, they were reconstructed and revitalised. These bazaars are still the liveliest parts of the city preserving the architectural and socio-economic features that they used to have.
Number of People
Number of peoples present in the bazaars differs a lot from the shopping street. There main reason is the position in the city and the time dimension. Bazaars are heritage sites being lively for the ceturies. They have been tourism motifs for a long period and they are in the city centre. Gjakova's bazaar is very lively place, used of mostly by adult people for walking, shopping, food and drinking, active throughout the whole day until late evening hours. In Peja and Prizren, due to mainly shopping uses in the evening the activities in the streets decline. Only walking is recorded. Passive engagement dominates the behaviour of people. Public lighting provides sufficient security in the evening. No crime has been recorded.
There is no shelter from sun rain and snow. The eves of the shops may be considered as shelter, but insufficient for all usersto protect fromunpleasant climate. The shops use parasols to provide the shadow. In Peja and Gjakova bazaars, loud music and uncontrolled smoke from fast food restaurants and bars present an unpleasant experience during the whole day.
Comfort
In terms of comfort, the bazaars in Gjakova and Peja, provides the plenty of possibilities in terms of walking, sitting, standing and talking. Walking street distances. Stone non-slippery floor with little damages. Some level variations may be obstacles for the handy-capped people.
Sitting with a nice human scale view around is possible only in the terraces and coffee-shops.
There are few benches in the in the square under the trees. Talking mainly take place mainly at the cafes and fast-food restaurants and at the fountain, although sometime with unpleasant noise.
Standing is possible mainly close to the shops.
Other activities may occur during city events such as festivals or celebrations. In Gjakova, in the end of summer the traditional food festival celebrated the summer harvests. The generators are central position in the city, bazaar, summer time, architectural heritage, shops. Street furniture is also missing; signs, phone boxes, post boxes, notice boards, and city maps. Public toilettes are also missing.
Visual Appropriateness
The general aesthetic experience is positive due to human scale of architectural heritage in Gjakova and Peja. In Gjakova, the views are mainly towards the bazaar street. In the evening, street and shop-front lighting contributes to visual qualities in the evening.
In Peja the Ottoman architectural heritage is combined with Kosovo Alps mountains view, which raises high in the city background. The Mosque views enriches the whole image of the Ottoman city core. In the evening, poor lighting of the square and the buildings do not provide conditions to use it in the evening.
General impression is that these places are well maintained. In the bazaars and streets, the situation is even more neutral in terms of qualities off space related to number of people. Being in the bazaar/çarshia or shopping streets is a kind of tradition inherited from the Ottoman Empire.
People go to these spaces to meet others, so as these spaces have a histories and memories, the other features become less important. This fact is based on the tautonymy of the places: Tauk-bahçe = Chicken-garden in Turikish; Karaagaç = Elm tree in Turkish which used to be the most tipcal tee usedin the Ottoman gardens; Marash = Turish name for Germanicia Caesarea -an old Roman city in Asia Minor -now Kahramanmarash. These parks, due to the history and menaings, postion in the city and the natural features that they possess, trees and water features, could be attributed as natural cultural heritage as well.
Number of People
Ottoman city parks attract people probably because of tradition, mature high trees and position in the city away from car traffic. Number of peoples in the park differs due to positon and availability of other green spaces in the city. Presence of the water, in this case in Marash river
Lumbardhi is probably the reason to have such a reputation. The Taukbahçe park and Marash Park, compared to park in Peja, are well used, but lack suitable components and activities for different age groups during the day. Due to the lack of safety at night, the parks are not attractive place for the citizens to visit. The lighting is not functional (lack of maintenance).
Due to lack of maintenance in Karaagaç the public lighting is not working and the park is completely in the dark during night-time. Lack of residential zones around the park in Prizren and Peja, do not make them safe. The only safe places in the evening are around the restaurants located within the park. In Prizren, the surrounding spaces are not active enough and thus make the park inactive too. There is however a bit of activity near the restaurants just in the entry of the park.
In Prizren and Peja, there are cases of substance-abusing individuals, who are sometime present in the park, make it difficult for other people to visit.
Comfort
In terms of comfort all three parks could be rated as average quality parks. The main differences include topography, presence of natural elements -trees, water and proximity of the river such as in Prizren. At 'Taukbahçe' park, a small spring passes through the park, and, unfortunately, this is an unused potentialfor enriching the natural features of the park. Eating and drinking is possible in the restaurants withinpark, but people also take their own food as well. In Marash park, along the north shore there are a set of restaurants and playgrounds, although not so attractive because of the river Lumbardhi which divide the park into two longitudinal strips. The Marash Park is used for other activities such as play, music or other performances, during DOKUFEST in Prizren. Peja Park is used also for the festivals such as ANIBAR International cartoon festival and BAR-Camp, a youth festival organized during the summer. What is common in negative sense for all parks is insufficient or missing urban furniture: sitting places/benches and chairs usually insufficient, while totally missing signs, phone boxes, post boxes, notice boards, city maps, waste separation bins. Public toilettes are also missing.
Visual Appropriateness
The general aesthetic experience is positive due to high trees and dense greenery. This feature provides the shelter from the sunshine in the summer. • As expected, public spaces in the historic core of the city and car free public spaces were more visited than the areas where car traffic is integrated with the pedestrian movement.
Small squares in the city centres are usually more visited due to the variety of the uses and cultural heritage and meanings that they carry.
• The number of people related to three main features in the public space, suggest necessary measures to be taken for improvements.
OTTOMAN SQUARES
• In terms of protection, the results were summarised in the following conclusion surveys
show that all three squares are characterised by similar results, which proves that these places are safe from car accidents.
• Limited access for cars, few cyclists and unorganized walking lines contributes to pedestrian safety. There are no obstacles and physical barriers for free movement. We can conclude that there are several features that determines the safety in the public spaces amongst them number of people, variety of uses, absence of car traffic and good public lighting.
• Activities such walking, standing, sitting and talking takes place, in all squares are intensively present during the day but in the evening differs. Small area for walking, short distances, being close to Bazaar complex and cobblestone, non-slippery floor with little damages presents the common image of the squares. Some level variations may be obstacles for the handicapped people. Eating and drinking is possible from early morning to the evening.
• What is common in negative sense for these squares is insufficient or missing urban furniture: sitting places/benches and chairs usually insufficient, while totally missing signs, phone boxes, post boxes, notice boards, city maps, waste separation bins. Public toilettes are also missing.
• The general aesthetic experience is positive due to human scale of architectural heritage, although recent refurbishment of the square could not be considered a good example how to deal with a heritage site. Albeit slight differences, general impression is that these squares are clean and well maintained with the contribution of the shopkeepers.
BAZAARS
• In the bazaars the main difference car traffic and pedestrian movement, so the main issue
here becomes the safety of pedestrians. Car-free streets in Gjakova and Peja still keep the human sense of the space.
• Bazaars are lively place, used mostly by adult people for walking, shopping, food and drinking, active throughout the whole day until late evening hours. Passive engagement dominates the behaviour of people.
• In terms of comfort, the bazaars in Gjakova and Peja, provides the plenty of possibilities in terms of walking, sitting, standing and talking. Sitting with a nice human scale view around is possible only in the terraces and coffee shops but urban furniture is not sufficient. Talking mainly take place at the cafes and fast-food restaurants and at the fountain, although sometime with unpleasant noise.
• The general aesthetic experience is positive due to the human scale of architectural heritage.
OTTOMAN PARKS
• Ottoman Parks still keeps their fame in the respective cities. They are well used, safe from the traffic, but with a bit lower safety in the evening due to insufficient lighting. They are sometime used by the substance-abusing individuals, which make safety in the evening even lower.
• In terms of quality and comfort, we could conclude that the natural potential is not used to improve the comfort. In all parks the urban furniture is insufficient. Sometime they house different events that are periodically organised in the cities.
• The general aesthetic experience is positive due to high trees and dense greenery. Albeit slight differences, general impression is that the parks are not well maintained.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Policy-makers, designers and managers of public spaces need to provide physical improvements such as path connectivity, wide sidewalks, trees, and urban furniture;
2. Historic public spaces need particular care in terms of design and maintenance. As the pressure for transformation is constant, a wise policy should be established in order to balance the demands with the preservation provisions;
3.
It is important to focus on the range of social and environmental qualities that support social life and the activities such as sitting and walking. Culture activities may increase the qualities of public life so the public spaces may become more convivial;
4. The key to achieve attractiveness could be enjoying scenery and social milieu and enjoying the health benefits of being in the public spaces especially those car free spaces.
Improvement of public face of the buildings through façade colouring may also be a good tool;
5.
The researchers should further consider environmental aspects emerging from increasing environmental problems both at the local and global level. For policy-makers, designers and managers of public spaces, the recommendation of this study is to consider simultaneously the physical, land-use and social aspects of the built environment to support walking.
